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About This Game

Moss™ is a single-player action-adventure puzzle game and new IP from Polyarc tailor-made for the VR platform. It combines
classic components of a great game—such as compelling characters, gripping combat, and captivating world exploration—with

the exciting opportunities of virtual reality.

As a special thank you to fans, Polyarc is gifting the full Moss digital soundtrack composed by two-time BAFTA award-winning
composer Jason Graves to everyone who has purchased or will purchase Moss by August 17, 2018.

In Moss, players meet Quill, a young mouse with dreams of greatness beyond the confines of her settlement. While exploring
the woods, she finds a mysterious Glass Relic and an ancient magic is awakened. With her uncle now in grave danger, Quill

must embark on an epic journey—and she needs you there by her side. Together, you'll travel to forgotten realms, solve
challenging puzzles, and battle menacing enemies. Alone, no one can conquer what you're up against. But united, you just may

defeat even the darkest of villains.

Gameplay

Reach into The World of Moss
Your every action has meaning. Moss takes full advantage of today’s virtual reality technology, letting you move objects, battle

enemies, and manipulate the field of play as the key ally to our hero, Quill.

Adventure to Fantastic Places
Travel to a lively world that hums with wonder and legend. Explore caves, forests, and foreboding ruins that are filled with
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ancient artifacts, mysterious creatures, and sprawling views.

Form a Unique Bond
Your abilities are complementary to Quill’s in an alliance for the ages. Combine classic, action-adventure controls with a world

that responds to your touch. Solve puzzles, combat evil, and achieve victory together.

A Story Told Unlike Any Before
From its opening pages, Moss will draw you into a first-of-its-kind fully immersive world of myth and magic. Enjoy a rich tale

of intriguing characters, illustrious artifacts, and legends old and new.

Moss Soundtrack

Jason Graves brings to life the melodic and playful adventure in Moss from the hero Quill’s perspective. Graves accomplishes
this by employing small and intimate-sounding instruments composed, arranged, and produced in a pastoral soundscape with

enchanting Waltz-esque flair. The soundtrack consists of 11 in-game tracks with more than 57 minutes of music, including the
bonus track “Home To Me,” featuring YouTube sensation Malukah.

NOTE:  Gamers who purchase Moss by August 17, 2018 will find the free soundtrack in the DLC section of the game as part
of the August 3, 2018 game update. Everyone has until August 17, 2018 to download the MP3 files before the soundtrack is

removed from the DLC section of Moss.
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Title: Moss
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Polyarc
Publisher:
Polyarc
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core i5-6600K / AMD Ryzen 5 1400 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 / AMD RX 480 8GB or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 12 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Italian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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Wonderful little adventure. Simple puzzle platformer with a soothing soundtrack and great visuals. Also, Quill is adorable. It's a
bit short, so would recommend when it goes on sale.. I can't recommend this game enough - the art direction is absolutely
stunning and it's a real showcase for VR done right. You need Moss' adorable, communicative, tiny hero Quill in your life.. Best
story-driven VR game so far. 10\/10. A stunning, fun and fantastic VR experience. Well done folks!. In Moss you are helping
along a little mouse get through puzzles and fight little baddy-crabs. I didn't realize until playing this game how amazing a 3rd
person (with some 1st person elements) game could look in VR. Much of that credit is given to the beautiful level design, the
game feels like you are playing in a well crafted miniatures set. If you like puzzles, zelda-like games, and cute little mouse-
people you will like this game. I'd say it's in my top 5 VR gamess.

I should note too that most VR games give me motion sickness. Since this game you are mostly in a fixed location it does not. If
motion sickness is an issue for you as well you need not worry! (I added this comment because no one seems to include this in
reviews, but supposedly 25% of VR players report VR causing motion sickness and I feel its worth mentioning)
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